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ABSTRACT 



“Memory wall” continues to grow despite the technological advancement and gap between memory sub-system and processor’s clock speed is still increasing. On-chip latency and bandwidth improved significantly but it’s the off-chip bandwidth and latency which is often proved to be a bottleneck in overall system’s performance. Even after phenomenal growth in VLSI technology it’s hard to implement economic low-latency off-chip interconnects within allocated power budget. Incorporation of larger caches does reduce the miss rate however significant performance can be achieved by reducing the penalty associated with off-chip communication.



We studied the impact of various row-management policies, scheduling policies, address mapping policies, impact of multiple channels, ranks, banks and other parameters on the overall performance on memory sub-system. We used DRAMsim – a memory sub-system simulator – to simulate the off-chip variable latency of individual memory operation. DRAMsim requires memory address traces which are generated using simplescalar.
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1. INTRODUCTION 



In recent past several techniques have been proposed to reduce the penalty associated with off-chip communication. In order to tackle the sluggish off-chip communication some of the high end architectures integrate high performance memory controllers into processors’ core which tries to amortize the long latency associated with main memory access. Memory controllers manage the movement of data into and out of the DRAM devices while ensuring protocol compliance, accounting for DRAM-device-specific electrical characteristics, timing characteristics and, depending on the specific system, even error detection and correction.



In general, DRAM memory controllers can be designed to minimize die size, minimize power consumption, maximize system performance, or simply reach a reasonably optimal compromise of the conflicting design goals. Specifically, the RowBuffer-Management Policy, the Address Mapping Scheme, and the Memory Transaction and DRAM Command Ordering Scheme are particularly important in DRAM memory controller implementation.
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2. OVERVIEW: DRAM BASCIS  This section gives a brief description of how modern SDRAM systems and controllers work. Fig 1 shows the internal organization of modern DRAM array.



Fig 1: Modern DRAM Organization



The conventional modern SDRAM chip consists of multiple DRAM banks to allow multiple outstanding memory accesses to proceed in parallel if they require data from different banks. Each DRAM bank is a two-dimensional array, consisting of columns and rows. Rows typically store data in consecutive memory locations. The data in a bank can be accessed only from the row-buffer which can contain at most one row. Each bank contains a single row-buffer.



Any typical memory access needs three commands in order. -



Row Activate: fetch the corresponding row into the row buffer.



-



Column Access: memory access operation on the column of the previous row.



-



Pre-charge: reset the row buffer, and charge the bitline and sense amplifier ready for the next memory commands.
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The amount of time it takes to service a DRAM request depends on the status of the rowbuffer and falls into three categories: -



Row hit: the request is to the row which is currently open in the row-buffer. It takes the least time, because the memory controller needs only to send the “Column access” command if it is aware of row hit.



-



Row closed: There is no open row in the row-buffer. Here “Row activate” and “Column access” commands needs to be sent.



-



Row conflict: The request is to a row different from the one currently in the rowbuffer. It takes the most time, for all three commands listed above should be sent.



In general, all memory controllers should take advantage of the bank-level parallelism and row buffer locality to achieve a high throughput.



Overall DRAM latency from processor perspective could still be longer which often includes queuing delay because DRAM controllers are often slower in serving the requests which are generated. Figure 2 depicts the various components of overall latency.



Fig 2: Overall Memory access latency and its components
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3. DRAM MEMORY CONTROLLER  The memory controller accepts request from one or more microprocessors and one or more I/O devices and provides the arbitration interface to determine which request agent will be able to place its request into the memory controller. The design and implementation of the DRAM memory controllers determine the access latency and bandwidth efficiency characteristics of the DRAM memory system. A block diagram of generic DRAM controller is shown below.



Fig 3: Generic DRAM memory controller interfaces



Design of an optimal memory controller must consist of system-level considerations that ensure fairness in arbitration for access between different agents that read and store data in the same memory system.



Row-Buffer-Management Policy



-



Open page policy



This policy is designed to favor memory accesses to the same row of memory by keeping sense amplifiers open and holding a row of data for ready access. Once a row
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of data is brought to the array of sense amplifiers in a bank of DRAM cells, different columns of the same row can be accessed again with the minimal latency of tCAS.



-



Close page policy



This policy favors accesses to random locations in memory and optimally supports memory request patterns with low degrees of access locality. Close-page policy is typically deployed in memory systems of larger processor count platforms is that in large systems, the inter-mixing of memory request sequences from multiple, concurrent, threaded contexts reduces the locality of the resulting memory-access sequence. Consequently, the probability of row hit decreases and the probability of bank conflict increases in these systems, reaching a tipping point of sorts where a close-page policy provides better performance for computer system.



Hybrid (Adaptive)-Row-Management Policy



In modern DRAM memory controllers, the row-buffer-management policy is often neither a strictly open-page nor a strictly close-page policy, but a dynamic combination of the two policies. The optimality of the row-buffer-management policy depends on the request rate and access locality of the memory request sequences. If the Read-to-Row miss ratio increases this means there are two many bank conflicts so this may change to policy to move to close-page and on the other hand if there are two many accesses to same row the policy can be changed to open-page as oppose to row-close policy.



The major drawback of open row policy is the power consumption which is three times higher close row policy. The close-page row-buffer-management policy is unambiguously better for memory request sequences with low access locality, but is also better for power-sensitive memory systems designed for request sequences with relatively low request rates.
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Address Mapping (Translation)



Fundamentally, the task of an address mapping scheme is to minimize the probability of bank conflicts in temporal adjacent requests and maximize the parallelism in the memory system. To obtain the best performance, the choice of the address mapping scheme is often coupled to the row-buffer-management policy of memory controller. Generally, an address is broken into following fields as shown below.



Channel ID Rank ID Bank ID Row ID Column ID



In a case where the run-time behavior of the application is poorly matched with the address mapping scheme of the DRAM memory system, consecutive memory requests in the memory request sequence may be mapped to different rows of the same bank of DRAM array, resulting in the bank conflicts that degrade the performance. Address mapping scheme unlike row-buffer policy can not be adjusted dynamically.
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4. PARALLELISM IN MEMORY SYSTEM  These are the commonly known ways to exploit the parallelism in memory system. -



Channel Independent channels of memory possess the highest degree of parallelism in the organization o DRAM memory systems. There are no restrictions from the perspective of the DRAM memory system on requests issued to different logical channels controlled by independent memory controllers. For performanceoptimized designs, consecutive cacheline accesses are mapped to different channels.



-



Rank DRAM accesses can proceed in parallel in different ranks of a given channel subject to the availability of the shared address, command, and data busses. Rankto-rank switching results into the penalties in high-frequency, globally synchronous DRAM memory systems.



-



Bank Similar to the case of consecutive memory accesses to multiple ranks, consecutive memory accesses can proceed in parallel to different banks of a given rank subject to the availability of the shared address, command, and data busses.



In contemporary DRAM devices, scheduling consecutive DRAM read accesses to different banks within a given rank is more efficient than scheduling consecutive read accesses to different ranks since idle cycles are not needed to switch between different bus masters on data bus. Each rank has got its own data and address bus and extra idle cycles are needed to activate them.
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5.  SURVEY: TECHNIQUES/ IMPLEMENTATIONS  5.1 Parallelism-Aware Batch Scheduling Requests from a thread can not only delay requests from other threads by causing bank/bus/row-buffer conflicts but they can also destroy other threads' DRAM-bank-level parallelism [3]. Requests whose latencies would otherwise have been overlapped could effectively become serialized. As a result both fairness and system throughput degrade, and some threads can starve for long time periods. Parallelism-Aware batch scheduling takes multiple threads into account and determines the scheduling policies which avoid the bank and row conflicts. Similar requests are batched together and send to memory so that locality can be exploited.



5.2 Memory interleaving Memory controller can be programmed to scatter sequential addresses with finegrained interleaving across memory branches, ranks, and DRAM banks. This minimizes the number of bank conflicts and increases performance, while reducing the application's power consumption.



5.3 Agent-Centric Request Queuing Organization The issues of fairness and performance optimization for multiple agents with drastically different request rates and address sequences must be carefully traded off against each other. For example, a microprocessor running a typical application may require relatively low bandwidth, but read requests from the processor must be considered as latency critical. In contrast, a graphics processor that is connected to the same memory system may require a large amount of guaranteed bandwidth, but individual memory transaction requests from the graphics processor may be deferred in favor of requests from the microprocessor.
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5.4 Feedback Directed Scheduling



In one recent study performed by Hur and Lin [2004], the use of a history-based arbiter that selects among different scheduling policies is examined in detail. In this study, the memory-access request history is used to select from different prioritization policies dynamically, and speedups between 5 and 60% are observed on some benchmarks. As more processors are designed with integrated DRAM memory controllers, these processors can communicate directly with the DRAM memory controllers and schedule DRAM commands based not only on the availability of resources within the DRAM memory system, but also on the DRAM command access history. In particular, as multithreaded and multi-core processors are integrated with DRAM memory controllers, these DRAM memory controllers not only have to be aware of the availability of resources within the DRAM memory system, but they must also be aware of the state and access history of the respective threaded contexts on the processor in order to achieve the highest performance possible.



5.5 Blackford Northbridge Intel Chipset DDR-based systems impose restrictions such as high pin count and complex stub routing that limit the number of channels and slots sustainable on a platform. Intel introduced the Fully Buffered DIMM (FB-DIMMs) technology which provides flexibility through a high-speed, narrow-channel interface from the chipset by isolating commodity DRAMs behind an advanced memory buffer. The Blackford Northbridge supports four FB-DIMM channels. Each channel consists of 23 differential pairs with 10 southbound and 13 northbound lanes to and from the FB-DIMMs connected in a daisy chain to the northbridge. Each FB-DIMM has an advanced memory buffer and a specified number of DDR2 devices for a given geometry or size on the same stick. So the Blackford memory controller should also support FB-DIMM protocol, and take advantage of the FB-DIMM protocol.
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6. SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS  To simulate the off-chip latency we used DRAMsim which is developed by University of Maryland. DRAMsim can be run as a standalone object, using a preprogrammed set of equations to generate a sequence of memory requests with different inter-arrival times and address patterns. It can also be driven by an address trace, taking timing and address information from the trace instead. The DRAM device and system configurations, timing parameters and power consumption parameters can all be set independently and adjusted in configuration files.



6.1 DRAM Optimization Space Unfortunately, there is great difficulty associated with the study of modern DRAM memory systems, arising from the fact that DRAM-system performance depends on many independent variables such as workload characteristics of memory access rate and request sequence, memory-system architecture, memory-system configuration, DRAM access protocol, and DRAM device timing parameters. Some of the variables are listed below: -



Nature of Application – exhibit locality or random accesses



-



DRAM Organization Parameters – Channels, Ranks, Banks, Rows, Columns



-



Addressing Mapping Policy – whether to favor locality or randomness



-



Row Management Policy – Open page of close page



-



Transaction Scheduling Policy – first come first serve, greedy, most waiting etc



-



Hardware Resources – Transaction Queue Depth, Bank Queue Depth



-



Timing Parameters – Row to column delay, CAS latency , Pre-charge, refresh etc



In the presence of all above mentioned variables we try to optimize the followings: -



Bandwidth – This is primary concern in DRAM based systems



-



Latency – We also emphasize on reducing the average access latency



-



Power – Due to increased memory capacity power has become a concern



-



Fairness – Not necessary per se but always an implementation is preferred which at least guarantees this. 13



6.2 Simulation Setup



We collected the address trace of following applications for 100 million instructions using simplescalar. Application



Description



Source of Address Trace



applu



Partial differential equation



collected using simplescalar



art



Neural network object recognition



collected using simplescalar



bzip2



Data compression



collected using simplescalar



gcc



Compiler benchmark



Got from DRAMsim group



swim



Shallow water modeling



collected using simplescalar



vortex



Object oriented database transaction



collected using simplescalar



Table 1: Applications for address trace generation



The DRAMsim specific address trace file consists of three columns – memory address (logical), memory operation (such as Read, Write, IFetch etc), and simulation cycle number. 0x1FF97100 READ



607



0x1FF97140 READ



687



0x1FF97180 READ



767



0x1FF971C0 READ



847



0x40014C00 WRITE 856 0x40013A80 WRITE 858 0x20207A40 IFETCH 887 0x201E3F40 IFETCH 1113 0x40014B00 READ



1246



0x20049940 READ



1275



Fig 4: Format of address trace file
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6.3 Simulation Results 6.3.1 Impact of Number of Channels on Read Latency gcc: Read Latency (ns) VS Number of Channel in DDR2 450 400 Number of Requests
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Fig 5: Latency of Read accesses for different number of channels



6.3.2 Impact of Row-Management Policy on Read Latency swim: Row-management Policy VS Read Latency (ns) 500
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Fig 6: Latency of Read accesses for various row-management policies 15



6.3.3 Impact of Address Mapping Policy on Read Latency vortex: Address Mapping Policy VS Read Latency (ns) 600
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Fig 7: Latency of Read accesses for various address mapping policies



6.3.4 Impact of Transaction Queue Scheduling on Read Latency applu: Transaction Queue Scheduling Policy VS Read Latency (ns)
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Fig 8: Latency of Read accesses for various transaction scheduling polices
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7. FUTURE WORK 



1. Integration of DRAMsim into CMP_network CMP_network is a multiprocessor simulator, developed at ACAL – University of Rochester, which uses simplescalar framework. It can simulate up to 64 out-oforder cores. Currently it implements directory based protocol which assumes fixed-memory latency after L2 cache misses. Our on-going effort would focus on integrating DRAMsim as a part of CMP_network.



2. Performance Comparison of various DRAM architectures Due to time constraints we compiled the existing DRAM architectures such as DDR2 and FB-DIMM. We would like to implement and incorporate other stateof-art memory controllers in DRAMsim framework.



3. Support for Multiple Threads Current version of DRAMsim only simulates single thread. However patches are provided to support the multithread execution too. We would like to implement the multiple thread execution into the DRAMsim.
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8. CONCLUSION 



We discussed several optimization approaches for DRAM controller in this report. Most of them are based on the scheduling algorithm, and some of them belong to structural innovation. We draw the following conclusion form the study and simulations results. -



Memory controller optimization is highly application dependent. Before doing optimization, the first step is the application behavior analysis to exploit the potential performance. This is because some application may exhibit locality while others show random accesses.



-



The mapping of sequentially consecutive cacheline to different banks, different ranks and different channels scatters requests in streaming accesses to different rows and favors parallelism in lieu of spatial locality.



-



In large multi- processor systems, concurrent memory accesses from different memory-access streams to different regions of the physical address space would make better use of the parallelism offered by multiple channel and multiple ranks than the single threaded workload.



-



With the widespread usage of CMP systems, new challenges and opportunities always come together. The conventional design of memory controller for singlecore system is no longer optimal choice for the shared memory controller.
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